Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans is a rare type of cancer that causes a tumor in the deep layers of skin. This condition is a type of soft tissue sarcoma, which are cancers that affect skin, fat, muscle, and similar tissues.

In dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans, the tumor most often starts as a small, firm patch of skin, usually 1 to 5 centimeters in diameter, that is usually purplish, reddish, or flesh-colored. The tumor typically grows slowly and can become a raised nodule. Occasionally, the tumor begins as a flat or depressed patch of skin (plaque). Tumors are most commonly found on the torso and can also be found on the arms, legs, head, or neck. Affected individuals usually first show signs of this condition in their thirties, but the age at which a tumor appears varies widely.

In dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans, the tumor has a tendency to return after being removed. However, it does not often spread to other parts of the body (metastasize).

There are several variants of dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans in which different cell types are involved in the tumor. Bednar tumors, often called pigmented dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans, contain dark-colored (pigmented) cells called melanin-containing dendritic cells. Myxoid dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans tumors contain an abnormal type of connective tissue known as myxoid stroma. Giant cell fibroblastoma, which is sometimes referred to as juvenile dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans because it typically affects children and adolescents, is characterized by giant cells in the tumor.

Rarely, the tumors involved in the different types of dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans can have regions that look similar to fibrosarcoma, a more aggressive type of soft tissue sarcoma. In these cases, the condition is called fibrosarcomatous dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans or FS-DFSP. FS-DFSP tumors are more likely to metastasize than tumors in the other types of dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans.

**Frequency**

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans is estimated to occur in 1 in 100,000 to 1 in 1 million people per year.

**Causes**

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans is associated with a rearrangement (translocation) of genetic material between chromosomes 17 and 22. This translocation, written as t(17;22), fuses part of the *COL1A1* gene from chromosome 17 with part of the *PDGFB* gene from chromosome 22. The translocation is found on one or more extra chromosomes that can be either the normal linear shape or circular. When
circular, the extra chromosomes are known as supernumerary ring chromosomes. Ring chromosomes occur when a chromosome breaks in two places and the ends of the chromosome arms fuse together to form a circular structure. Other genes from chromosomes 17 and 22 can be found on the extra chromosomes, but the role these genes play in development of the condition is unclear. The translocation is acquired during a person's lifetime and the chromosomes containing the translocation are present only in the tumor cells. This type of genetic change is called a somatic mutation.

In normal cells, the COL1A1 gene provides instructions for making part of a large molecule called type I collagen, which strengthens and supports many tissues in the body. The PDGFB gene provides instructions for making one version (isoform) of the platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) protein. By attaching to its receptor, the active PDGFB protein stimulates many cellular processes, including cell growth and division (proliferation) and maturation (differentiation).

The abnormally fused COL1A1-PDGFB gene provides instructions for making an abnormal combined (fusion) protein that researchers believe ultimately functions like the PDGFB protein. The gene fusion leads to the production of an excessive amount of protein that functions like the PDGFB protein. In excess, this fusion protein stimulates cells to proliferate and differentiate abnormally, leading to the tumor formation seen in dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans.

The COL1A1-PDGFB fusion gene is found in more than 90 percent of dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans cases. In the remaining cases, changes in other genes may be associated with this condition. These genes have not been identified.

**Inheritance Pattern**

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans results from a new mutation that occurs in the body's cells after conception and is found only in the tumor cells. This type of genetic change is called a somatic mutation and is generally not inherited.

**Other Names for This Condition**

- Darier-Ferrand tumor
- Darier-Hoffmann tumor
- dermatofibrosarcoma
- DFSP
Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information

• What is genetic testing?
  /primer/testing/genetictesting

• Genetic Testing Registry: Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov

• ClinicalTrials.gov
  https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22dermatofibrosarcoma+protuberans%22

Other Diagnosis and Management Resources

• American Cancer Society: How are Soft Tissue Sarcomas Diagnosed?

• American Cancer Society: Treatment of Soft Tissue Sarcomas

• National Cancer Institute: Adult Soft Tissue Sarcoma

• National Cancer Institute: Targeted Cancer Therapies

Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

• Health Topic: Soft Tissue Sarcoma
  https://medlineplus.gov/softtissuesarcoma.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center

• Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans
  https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/9569/dermatofibrosarcoma-protuberans
**Additional NIH Resources**

- National Cancer Institute: Adult Soft Tissue Sarcoma

- National Cancer Institute: Childhood Soft Tissue Sarcoma

- National Cancer Institute: Targeted Cancer Therapies

**Educational Resources**

- American Academy of Dermatology Skin Cancer Net: Dermatofibrosarcoma Protuberans (DFSP)
  https://www.aad.org/public/diseases/skin-cancer/dermatofibrosarcoma-protuberans

- American Cancer Society: What is a Soft Tissue Sarcoma?
  https://www.cancer.org/cancer/soft-tissue-sarcoma.html

- Liddy Shriver Sarcoma Initiative
  http://sarcomahelp.org/dermatofibrosarcoma-protuberans.html

- MalaCards: dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans
  https://www.malacards.org/card/dermatofibrosarcoma_protuberans

- MD Anderson Cancer Center: Soft Tissue Sarcoma
  https://www.mdanderson.org/cancer-types/soft-tissue-sarcoma.html

- Orphanet: Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=31112

**Patient Support and Advocacy Resources**

- Cancer Care
  https://www.cancercare.org/

- Sarcoma Foundation of America
  https://www.curesarcoma.org/

**Scientific Articles on PubMed**

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28Dermatofibrosarcoma%5BMAJR%5D%29+AND+%28dermatofibrosarcoma+protuberans%5BBTIAB%5D%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+720+days%22%5Bdp%5D
Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- **DERMATOFIBROSARCOMA PROTUBERANS**  
  http://omim.org/entry/607907
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